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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Blessed are the meek and the silent of heart before any adversity, denial or judgment that they may
receive because they will be called those transfigured by My Merciful Heart.

Whenever people make use of a judgment or of a word against My servers and it is unfair before the
eyes of the Universe, try to have a malleable spirit so that it may only walk beneath the ray of My
Love and of My Peace.

Remember all of the days all that My Being received during the Passion and the Death and, in spite
of all, I never stopped loving the mistake of those who unfairly punished Me. The one who in these
times may not be able to be in the humility of serving God will not be able to easily reach the
Source of My Love that heals all and redeems all.

For this, when they tell you all the mistakes that you have made, guard in your hearts the lesson and
the moment because behind the injustices that the world lives and that human beings live between
themselves there is a safe door to the liberation of yourselves. Do not take each experience as
something destructive. Consider all that happens as an opportunity of living in a spirit of humility
and of emptiness of oneself.

And for those who judge without consciousness even when it is a brother or a sister that is at your
side, only be for him or for her a bridge to peace, to compassion and to harmony. Relieve the burden
that this sibling carries in the heart and do not judge because this moment will be for you to act in
deep mercy.

All that you receive is proportional to what God expects that you achieve on this life upon the Earth,
in this way you will perceive that it the time has come of leaving control of yourselves and of taking
the step to the great transformation. When you feel that people hurt you, remember for an instant
My wounded Face. In this way you take inner strength enough to get out of yourselves and to give
the opportunity of redemption and of forgiveness to those who have been unfair with you.

Remember that each experience lived here on the Earth is a precious and possible treasure in
Heaven.

Go ahead, go ahead! Surpassing yourselves without looking to what is already part of the past. Be
good and be holy. My Heart blesses you always.

Under the Light of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for living My messages from the heart!

Christ Jesus.


